Sawyer Code Challenge

Create an application that renders a calendar and allows you to add/remove an event using either Node.js or Ruby on Rails.

📝 Requirements

- The calendar should allow you to move the months forward and backwards.
- The calendar can have an event added to a day.
- The event should have both a name and time.
- Events should be able to be removed or rescheduled.
- There can only be 1 event at a specific time on any given day.
- The calendar doesn't have to look nice or be styled, it just has to look like a calendar.

❗ Important

- Do not use any frameworks that create calendars for you, the rest is up to you on the frontend. You are welcome to use JavaScript, React, Vue.
- The calendar must be rendered without using libraries, packages, or frameworks that do the rendering for you.
- The beginning of the week should be Sunday.
- Deploy the application onto Heroku and provide us with a link to view your project